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Abstract. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) grants all natural persons the right to access their personal data if
this is being processed by data controllers. The data controllers are obliged to share the data in an electronic format and often
provide the data in a so called Data Download Package (DDP). These DDPs contain all data collected by public and private
entities during the course of a citizens’ digital life and form a treasure trove for social scientists. However, the data can be
deeply private. To protect the privacy of research participants while using their DDPs for scientific research, we developed a de-
identification algorithm that is able to handle typical characteristics of DDPs. These include regularly changing file structures,
visual and textual content, differing file formats, differing file structures and private information like usernames. We investigate
the performance of the algorithm and illustrate how the algorithm can be tailored towards specific DDP structures.

Keywords: Data Download Package, Instagram, de-identification, anonymization, pseudonymization

1. Introduction

Although the European Union (EU)s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is often known
for restricting the possibilities for owners of databases (“data controllers”), Article 15 of the GDPR
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unexpectedly also provides many opportunities for data analysts [12]. This article grants data subjects
the right to receive a copy of all their personal data collected by a data controller in a machine-readable
electronic format. Most data controllers currently comply with this article by providing a so called “Data
Download Package” (DDP) to the data subjects upon request. The GDPR also grants the data subject
the right to share the DDP with third parties, such as researchers. As these DDPs represent the unique
digital fingerprint of individuals who use digital platforms, ranging from bank transactions and purchase
history to social media interactions and location history, DDPs form a (still undiscovered) treasure trove
for research [15].

However, the data present in DDPs can be deeply private and potentially sensitive. This poses a major
challenge to using DDPs for scientific research. Participants might not be willing to share this sensitive
data. However, researchers are often only interested in a part of the DDP and do not need the sensitive
data. Although an interesting solution is to extract relevant features locally on the device of the par-
ticipant [6], this workflow is not suitable for all research purposes. When, for example, an exploratory
approach is of interest, or when the aim is to develop or improve the performance of an extraction algo-
rithm, local extraction would limit the analytic possibilities. In such situations, collection of the complete
DDP is desired, which requires challenges caused by the sensitivity of the data to be overcome. An ex-
ample of such a research project is Project AWeSome [5], which collects complete Instagram DDPs
from research participants. The participants’ DDPs are stored in a secured environment where they are
de-identified using the de-identification algorithm proposed in this manuscript. Only after the sensitive
information is adequately masked, can the DDPs be shared with the applied researchers for substantive
analyses.

We argue that in situations where complete DDPs are collected for research, the DDPs should be
treated in a similar fashion as any other sensitive data that is collected for research purposes. We there-
fore follow the guidelines for sensitive research data,1 which were established by Utrecht University for
handling sensitive data from official statistical agencies and governmental bodies like Statistics Nether-
lands [14] and the European Commission [1]. From these guidelines it can be concluded that two im-
portant measures should be taken. First, security measures such as using shielded (cloud) environments
for data storage should be used. Second, the privacy of participants should be preserved while their data
is analysed by researchers.

An automatic de-identification approach is required since a manual approach would by definition
violate the privacy of participants. Besides, a manual approach would be prone to errors and too labor
intensive due to the potential size of the DDPs. Many different approaches to automatically de-identify
data have been developed over the past years for medical documents (e.g., [18,21,29,32]), twitter data
(e.g., [8,9]) and relational or tabular data (e.g., [27,31]). De-identification of DDPs poses a challenge
because the structure and content of DDPs deviate from the structure and content of the data for which
these methods were developed. In addition, DDPs show a wide variety and are collected for different
research purposes. In this paper we propose an automatic de-identification algorithm that can handle the
structure and content of DDPs and is able to deal with the large variability.

Our contributions are the following:

• We give insight in the structure and content of DDPs in general and Instagram DDPs in particular.
• We develop an open source de-identification algorithm.
• We create an open source evaluation data corpus.

1https://www.uu.nl/en/research/research-data-management/faq

https://www.uu.nl/en/research/research-data-management/faq
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• We provide statistics that illustrate the performance of the developed de-identification algorithm.
• We provide an open source validation algorithm and ground truth.

In Section 2, we illustrate how DDPs from different platforms can vary greatly in structure and content.
In Section 3, we discuss the current state-of-the-art in terms of de-identification methods and illustrate
why these current methods do not suffice for our aim. In Section 4 we describe the data used for the
development and evaluation of our proposed algorithm, which is extensively discussed in Section 5. The
outcome of the evaluation study is presented in Section 6, followed by suggestions for future work in
Section 7 and conclusions in Section 8.

2. Data download packages

Most large data controllers currently comply with the right of data access by providing users with
the option to retrieve an electronic DDP. This DDP typically comes as a compressed folder containing
text and/or media files in which all the digital traces left behind by the data subject with respect to
the data controller are stored. Table 1 shows that the content and structure of DDPs differs among data
controllers. Differences between DDPs from the same data controller can also occur among data subjects
and over time. These differences may be caused by data subjects using different features provided by
the data controller or by the fact that the DDP is a snapshot of the data collected by the data subject
up to that point. However, other important factors also play a role. First, data controllers can develop
new features through which new types of data of the data subject are collected. Second, other features
may be phased out. Third, some data (for example search history) is only saved for a limited amount
of time and is destroyed by the data controller after that period. In that case, it will also not be present
in the DDP anymore. Finally, the GDPR is still relatively new and data controllers continue to optimize
the processes used to transfer the relevant data to its subjects, leading to changes in the structure of
DDPs.

From Table 1 it can be concluded that the Instagram DDP contains many features that can also be
found in DDPs of other data controllers. Common features are the presence of both text and/or media
files, the presence of both structured and unstructured text and the presence of specific types of personal
identifiable information (PII). Therefore, an algorithm that is able to de-identify Instagram DDPs also
contains the features needed to de-identify many of the DDPs of other data controllers. To summarize,
the developed algorithm is able to handle:

• An ever changing file structure,
• both visual and textual content,
• different file formats,
• files ranging from highly structured to highly unstructured formats,
• the masking of usernames of natural persons or other users.

3. Related work

De-identification of data in the medical domain has extensively been researched. Medical patient data,
like electronic health records and clinical notes, are increasingly used for clinical research. As imposed
by privacy legislations such as the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
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Table 1

Overview of content and structure of DDPs of five data controllers. Note that if a certain object is present in DDPs, this is
indicated with +. If it often occurs within the DDP, a -/+ is used. Finally, if said object is not present, a - is used

FACEBOOKa WHATSAPPb TWITTERc SNAPCHATd INSTAGRAMe

DDP
INFO

DDP name facebook-
<profile_name>

My account
information.zip
WhatsApp chat-
<group or
contactname>.zip

Archive mydata~
<hashed_code>

username_
<date_of_download>

DDP format .zip .zip .zip .zip .zip
Type of files media, text media, text media, text text media, text
Structure Content folders >

content files
Separate DDP per
conversation

Content folders
< content files

Index file &
Format (i.e., json
and html) folders
> content files

Content text files and
Content folders >
content media files

MEDIA
FILES

Format of media
files

.PNG, .JPG,

.MP4
.JPG, .MP4,
.HTML

.PNG - .JPG, .MP4

Folder structure All images,
videos, stickers
are categorized
and stored in
corresponding
folders. There are
no loose files.

All images,
videos, stickers in
single folder

- All images and
videos are
categorized and
stored in
corresponding
folders. There are
no loose files.

PII IN
MEDIA

Faces -/+ -/+ -/+ - -/+
Written text -/+ -/+ -/+ - -/+
(user)name tags - - - - -/+

TEXT
FILES

Format of text files .JSON or .HTML .TXT, .OPUS,
.HTML

.JS or .HTML .JSON and
.HTML

.JSON

Folder structure All text files are
categorized and
stored in
corresponding
folders. There are
no loose files.

All text in single
file per
conversation

There is one text
file per month.

Text files are not
categorized and
stored in (sub)
folders. They are
displayed as
loose files.

Text files are not
categorized and
stored in (sub)
folders. They are
displayed as loose
files.

Structured data + + + + +
Unstructured data
(i.e., containing
free text)

+ + + -/+ +

PII IN
TEXT

Usernames -/+ -/+ + + +
(first) Names + + -/+ -/+ +
Email addresses + + + -/+ +
Phone numbers -/+ + -/+ -/+ -/+
Locations -/+ -/+ -/+ -/+ -/+

ahttps://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992
bhttps://faq.whatsapp.com/general/account-and-profile/how-to-request-your-account-information/
chttps://help.twitter.com/nl/managing-your-account/how-to-download-your-twitter-archive
dhttps://support.snapchat.com/en-US/a/download-my-data
ehttps://help.instagram.com/181231772500920?helpref

https://www.facebook.com/help/1701730696756992
https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/account-and-profile/how-to-request-your-account-information/
https://help.twitter.com/nl/managing-your-account/how-to-download-your-twitter-archive
https://support.snapchat.com/en-US/a/download-my-data
https://help.instagram.com/181231772500920?helpref
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[24] and the GDPR, the privacy of patients included in these data has to be protected. Medical data are
therefore de-identified by removing all categories of protected health information (PHI) that are defined
by the HIPAA. PHI types typically found in medical data are person names and initials, names of in-
stitutions, social security numbers and dates [17,21,32,33]. Automatic de-identification approaches in
the literature are either rule-based, machine learning based or a combination of both, where machine-
learning approaches show the best performance [17,32,33]. Scientific open-source de-identification tools
are available such as DEDUCE [21] and Amnesia [25] as well as commercial tools, such as Amazon
Comprehend [29] and CliniDeID [13,18]. Most automatic de-identification approaches are constrained
to English medical documents and little is known about their generalizability across languages or do-
mains. Although neural networks have shown good generalization performance compared to rule-based
and feature-based approaches, a substantial decrease of performance has to be expected when applying
these out of the box to new languages or domains [32].

User privacy in social media is an emerging research area and has attracted increasing attention re-
cently. To avoid privacy attacks, like identity disclosure and attribute disclosure, publishers of social me-
dia data are obliged to protect users’ privacy by anonymizing these data before they are published pub-
licly [3]. Anonymizing social media data is a challenging task due to their heterogeneous, highly unstruc-
tured and noisy nature [3]. Commonly used statistical disclosure control approaches [10,25,27,30,31] are
designed for relational and tabular data and cannot be directly applied to social media data. In addition,
PHI types that are common in medical data are unlikely to be found in textual social media data. These
data rather contain person names, usernames or IDs, email addresses and locations [8,9], but in fact there
is limited work on the types of personal identifiable information (PII) that may be present in textual so-
cial media data and how these should be removed [4,9]. Yet, removing such information has been shown
to be far from sufficient in preserving privacy since users’ identity or attributes may be inferred from the
public data available on social media platforms [2,3,19,23]. Finally, social media data may also consist
of visual content. Many different types of both open source and commercial software are available to
identify and blur faces on images and videos, such as Microsoft Azure [22], and Facenet-PyTorch [11].
However, modern image recognition methods based on deep learning have demonstrated that hidden
information in blurred images can be recovered [20].

Like social media data, DDPs are heterogeneous and unstructured and are likely to contain the same
types of sensitive information. Yet, the limited de-identification approaches that are available for social
media data focus either on textual or visual content and the presence of both types of information within
one DDP poses a major de-identification challenge [28]. An important difference is that on social media
platforms information on large groups of users is widely available, whereas DDPs are only available for
a single individual. The goal of this research is not to prepare the DDPs for public sharing. DDPs will
either be stored on the owner’s device or in a shielded (cloud)environment and analyzed using privacy-
preserving algorithms. In that sense, handling DDP’s is comparable to handling medical data and we
therefore assume that the risk of privacy attacks is very low. However, for ethical reasons and in the
unlikely event of a data breach, DDPs should still be de-identified.

To summarize, we need a de-identification procedure that is able to handle unstructured and heteroge-
neous data, and can de-identify both visual and textual content within one procedure. It should be able
to recognize usernames as the primary identifier for natural persons, while other types of PII, such as
person names, phone numbers and e-mail addresses, should also be accounted for.
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Table 2

The content of a typical Instagram DDP of a Dutch user

Information Instagram DDP
Overall Main language Dutch; English

Text Structure Unstructured; Loose text files
Number of files 20
File names account_history; autofill; comments; connections; devices; events; fundraisers;

guides; information_about_you; likes; media; messages; profile; saved; searches;
seen_content; settings; shopping; stories_activities; uploaded_contacts;

File format .JSON

Media Structure Structured: Folder > subfolder > media files
Folders photos; profile; stories; videos
Subfolders Date (format: YYYYMM)
File format .JPG/.MP4

4. Data

4.1. Development set

For the development of this new de-identification procedure, the researchers initially used two DDPs
of their own personal Instagram accounts. The functionality of the algorithm was based on the typical
Instagram DDP file structure (see Table 2). To ensure that the developed algorithm can adequately handle
possible varieties in DDP structures (over different Instagram accounts), a validation data corpus was
created. Using this corpus, the de-identification procedure could be tested and improved, maximizing its
effectiveness.

4.2. Validation corpus sampling

A group of 11 participants generated Instagram DDPs by actively using a new Instagram account for
approximately a week. The participants were instructed not to share any of their own personal infor-
mation via the Instagram accounts. Instead, participants were instructed to share either fake or publicly
available information by, for example, sharing URLs of news websites, posting images of celebrities, or
liking and following verified Instagram accounts. As the final data corpus does not contain any personal
information it is publicly available at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4472606.

4.3. Annotating validation corpus

4.3.1. Textual content
A human rater manually annotated the text files of the validation corpus, labelling all PII occurrences

per DDP.2 The PII were categorized into usernames, first names, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, and
URLs that linked to a personal Instagram account. To make the counting of the labels more efficient
and less prone to errors, the labeling process was done in Label-Studio (Fig. 1). Label-Studio returns
an output file (result.json) that consists of one dictionary per file (e.g., ‘messages.json’) per package

2N.B. Establishing this ground truth only has to be done once. The labeling output, together with the 11 Instagram DDPs,
are publicly available.

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4472606
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Fig. 1. An example of how labeling a comments.json file would look like in Label-Studio.

(e.g., ‘100billionfaces_20201021’). Each dictionary contains the labeled PII (e.g., ‘horsesarecool52’)
and corresponding labels (e.g., ‘Username’) for that particular file.

After this ground truth was established, the number of PII occurrences per text file, per DDP could be
determined. As can be seen in Table 3, the PII frequency varies highly per file. For example, approxi-
mately 72% of all first names present in the entire validation corpus were found in messages.json files
only.

4.3.2. Visual content
To annotate visual content, a procedure was carried out by hand. For each media file, it was deter-

mined whether there were one or multiple identifiable faces present. To determine whether a face was
identifiable, we used a pragmatic definition where we defined a face as identifiable if at least three out
of five facial landmarks were visible (right eye, left eye, nose, right mouth corner and left mouth corner)
[36].

5. Method

To de-identify a set of collected Instagram DDPs, the algorithm performs three steps on each DDP of
the collected set separately (Fig. 2):

(1) Pre-process DDP
(2) De-identify text files:

• Detecting PII in (structured) text
• De-identify PII with corresponding de-identification codes

(3) De-identify media files by detecting and blurring human faces and text
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Table 3

Descriptive statistics of visual and textual content in the generated Instagram DDP validation corpus

Textual
PII File N Count Proportion
Username comments.json 10 261 0.03

connections.json 10 1222 0.14
likes.json 10 883 0.10
media.json 10 43 0.00
messages.json 10 2947 0.33
profile.json 10 10 0.00
saved.json 11 6 0.00
searches.json 11 314 0.04
seen_content.json 11 3144 0.35
shopping.json 11 1 0.00
stories_activities.json 11 35 0.00

Total 115 8866 1.00

Name comments.json 10 105 0.18
media.json 10 54 0.09
messages.json 10 427 0.72
profile.json 10 10 0.02

Total 40 596 1.00

Email comments.json 10 28 0.13
media.json 10 28 0.13
messages.json 10 152 0.70
profile.json 10 10 0.05

Total 40 218 1.00

Phone comments.json 10 29 0.16
media.json 10 9 0.05
messages.json 10 140 0.79

Total 30 178 1.00

URL comments.json 10 1 0.00
messages.json 10 267 0.96
profile.json 10 10 0.04

Total 30 278 1.00

Visual
PII Folder .JPG .MP4 Proportion
Username photos 49 – 0.11

stories 255 105 0.84
videos – 21 0.05
Total 304 126 1.00

Face direct 20 – 0.01
photos 1046 – 0.67
stories 290 163 0.29
videos – 36 0.02
Total 1356 199 1.00
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Fig. 2. The algorithm takes a zipped DDP as input. Looping over the text (.json) files, all unique instances of PII are detected in
the structured part of the data using pattern- and label recognition. The extracted info, together with the most common Dutch
first names and, optionally, the participant file, is added to a key file. All occurrences of the keys in the DDP will be replaced
with the corresponding hash. Finally, occurrences of human faces and text in media files are detected and blurred. The algorithm
will return a de-identified copy of the DDP in the output folder.

5.1. Pre-processing

The software consists of a wrapper and de-identification algorithms. The wrapper handles the pre-
processing of the DDP and contains steps specific for Instagram. It unpacks the DDP and removes
all files that are not considered relevant for social science research, like “autofill.json” and “account
history.json”. The user’s profile “profile.json” is de-identified separately in this pre-processing phase, as
its content and structure deviate from the other text files in the DDP. After the DDP is cleaned, the PII
should be extracted.

5.2. De-identify text files

5.2.1. Detecting PII in (structured) text
All text files in an Instagram DDP contain a nested structure of keys and values (see Fig. 3). To extract

PII from these structured parts, we have determined which key-value combinations and which patterns
are indicative for each PII category (see Table 4). The algorithm parses over the nested structure in each
text file in the DDP. Here, it searches the key-value combinations and patterns. By doing this, it extracts
the PII. All detected PII instances are added to the key file.

Part of the PII instances in the DDP are not found in the structured part but do appear in the free text.
These PII instances include names, phone numbers, and URLs, but also usernames, for example tagged
people ‘@username’. We use regular expressions to detect these PII instances. The free text is parsed to
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Fig. 3. Example of key-value structure in .json files with structured and unstructured text.

Table 4

Overview of the Personal Identifiable Information (PII) categories and their extraction methods

Category Description Structured Unstructured
Detection method Example Detection method Example

Name First names – – List of 1000 most
common Dutch
names (is
interchangable)

{“text”: “Hi Tom,
hoe gaat het met
jou?”}

Username Unique name created
by the Instagram
DDPs owner. Has a
minimum length of 3
characters and a
maximum of 30. Can
exist of letters,
numbers, points, and
underscores.

key-value pairing:
e.g., ‘author’,
‘sender’,
‘participants’.

{“timestamp”:
“2020-10-23T11:
16:45+00:00”,
“author”:
“kippie_toktok”}

Pattern search: i.e.,
username tags (i.e.,
@<username>) or
shared stories (i.e.,
Shared <username>’s
story)

{“text”: “Hebben
jullie
@kippie_toktok
nog gezien?”} or
{“story_share”:
“Shared
kippie_toktok’s
story”}

Emailadress emailadress, can
contain letters,
numbers, letters,
numbers, or other 7bit
ASCII special
characters

key-value pairing:
i.e., ‘*mail’.

{email: “blabla@
kippietok.nl”}

Pattern search: i.e.,
‘letters/numbers/
special characters
@letters/numbers.let-
ters’

{“text”: “You can
mail me at
anne7809
@iclouq.nl”}

Phone number A phone number can
contain numbers,
spaces and/or dashes

– – Pattern search: i.e.,
minimum of 6 and
maximum of 13
numbers

{“text”: “This is
my number: 06
123 456 78”}

URL Only URLs referring
to other instagram
accounts will be
pseudonymized.

– – Pattern search: i.e., a
string starting with
‘https://’ followed by
letters/numbers/spe-
cial characters and
‘instagram’

{“media_share
_url”:
“https://scontent
-atl3-2.
cdninstagram.
com/v”}
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detect individual usernames which are then added to the key file. For email-addresses, phone numbers,
and URLs we directly add the regular expression to the key file, as this will increase the performance of
the de-identification algorithm.

An important side note is that the regular expressions will only look for Instagram URLs that link to
users’ personal pages. The remaining URLs in the DDP are left unchanged, as these represent links to
public websites, which cannot be traced to individual users and which may be valuable for social science
research.

As (first) names exclusively occur in free text and not in a structured format, it was not possible to
systematically extract this type of PII. Therefore, instead of working bottom-up, we apply a top-down
approach. After all text files are parsed and the key dictionary is filled, a list of the 10,000 most common
Dutch names is added to this dictionary (which we obtained from the DEDUCE software [21]). Of
course, it is also possible to add another list (of another country), making the algorithm applicable in
multiple languages.

5.2.2. De-identifying PII in text files
After all PII are extracted, PII specific pseudonyms are added to the key file. Usernames and names

receive a unique hexadecimal code, while email-addresses, phone numbers and URLs will be hashed
with the general ‘__emailaddress’, ‘__phonenumber’, and ‘__url’ codes, respectively. Note that the same
(user)name will always receive the same code. This way it is still possible to perform a network analysis
after de-identification is complete.

Additionally, it is possible to provide the algorithm with a list of (user)names (and/or other informa-
tion) and your own corresponding pseudonyms. This might be interesting for scientific research in which
the (user)names of participants need to be distinguishable from other (user)names.

When the key file is complete, the algorithm will parse over the listed PII, search for any occurrences in
the entire DDP and replace them with the corresponding pseudonyms. The replacement is also performed
on the file/folder names, resulting in an entirely de-identified DDP. There is also an option to save the
key file, making it possible to (partly) decode the DDP.

5.3. De-identifying PII in media

Besides being able to link textual data to specific individuals, individuals may also be identified by
their presence in the images or videos in a DDP. In addition, the images or videos can contain text
which may include usernames, person names or other sensitive information. We detect faces in visual
content using multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Networks [36] in Facenet Pytorch [11] and blur all
occurrences using the Python Imaging Library [34]. We detect text using a pre-trained [35] EAST text
detection model [37] and blur all occurrences using the Gaussian blur option provided by OpenCV [7].

5.4. Evaluation approach

The developed de-identification procedure is applied to the annotated validation corpus, using the
options of applying participant codes for a selected group of users and capital sensitivity for first names.

5.4.1. Textual content
The effectiveness of the de-identification performance on textual content is assessed by determining

the number of times PII has been correctly de-identified (True Positive, TP), incorrectly de-identified
(False Positive, FP), and not de-identified (False Negative, FN) (Fig. 4). Using these statistics, the recall-,
precision-, and F1-score are calculated.
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Fig. 4. The raw DDPs in which all PII categories are labeled (i.e., the ground truth) is compared with the de-identified DDPs.
The algorithm counts the number of PII categories (total), correctly hashed PII (TP), falsely hashed information (FP), and
unhashed PII (FN). Subsequently, a recall-, precision-, and F1-score can be calculated.

5.4.2. Visual content
The human rater determined for each detected face whether it was indeed de-identified by the algo-

rithm. The definition of identifiable used (i.e., at least three out of five facial landmarks were visible
[36]), will not hold if, for example, a person will actively try to identify individuals by combining multi-
ple images where a person is partly visible. However, it is sufficient for the level of de-identification we
are currently aiming at.

For each piece of visual content an identified face is considered a single observation which can be
either appropriately de-identified (TP) or not (FN). Note that although a video consists of multiple frames
in which the possibility arises that a face is identifiable, an instance of one frame showing an identifiable
face following our definition results in one FN for this face in the movie.

As the determination of whether a face is defined identifiable or not is performed by a human rater
and this distinction is sometimes not straightforward, the questionable cases are independently rated by
two raters and classification is performed based on consensus. In addition, a set of 100 .JPEG files and
20 .MP4 files were independently annotated by two separate annotators.

On the .JPEG files, 204 faces were identified and from these, 193 were identified by both raters. On
this subset, a Cohen’s κ inter-rater reliability was calculated of 1, so the raters highly agreed on which
faces were appropriately de-identified and which were not. For the .MP4 files, 49 faces were identified
and from these, 41 were identified by both raters. On this subset, a Cohen’s κ inter-rater reliability was
calculated of 0.62. The sample of faces was much smaller for .MP4 compared to .JPEG, and it was
apparently also a lot more difficult to determine whether a face was appropriately identified when the
image was moving compared to when it was a still image.
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In addition, particularly on Instagram, visual content can contain usernames. The algorithm is not
able to distinguish between usernames and other types of text. therefore all text is de-identified, without
distinctions between text and usernames, or without replacing usernames for their key value. Therefore,
de-identified usernames are counted as true positives (TP) and usernames not de-identified are counted
as false negatives (FN). False positives cannot be quantified in the current procedure.

5.5. Evaluation criteria

We use scikit-learn to further evaluate the performance of the procedure on the different aspects [26].
First, we calculate the recall, or the sensitivity, as

Recall = TP

TP + FN
. (1)

Here, we measure the ratio of the correctly de-identified cases to all the cases that were supposed to be
de-identified (i.e. ground truth). Each false negative potentially results in not preserving the privacy of
a research participant and therefore a high value for the recall is particularly important. The precision is
calculated as

Precision = TP

TP + FP
. (2)

Precision shows the ratio of correctly de-identified observations to the total of de-identified observations
and a high precision illustrates that the amount of additional information lost due to unnecessary de-
identification is limited. Given that DDPs are typically collected to analyze aspects such as the free text
or the images, losing a lot of this information by the de-identification process challenges the intended
research goal. At last, we calculate the F1 score

F1-score = 2 × precision × recall

precision + recall
, (3)

which combined the precision and recall and considered both false positives and false negatives. Note
that we do not calculate the accuracy as the number of true negatives cannot be determined appropriately
in our data-set.

6. Results

6.1. Initial results

A large proportion of faces on images were appropriately detected and blurred (Table 5), while on
videos this proportion was substantively lower. Apparently, faces are harder to detect by the algorithm
when the images are moving.

Email addresses were appropriately detected and de-identified throughout all files within the DDPs
(Table 5), whereas a substantial amount of names were not detected by the algorithm throughout the
different files. The quality of the de-identification of usernames differs a lot depending on the file. False
positives were only detected in the ‘messages.json’ file. Furthermore, relatively lower recall values were
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Table 5

Results in terms of TP, FP, FN, recall, precision and F1

Visual
Total TP FN FP Recall Precision F1

Faces .JPEG 1,356 1,205 151 – 0.89 – –
.MP4 199 131 68 – 0.66 – –

Total 1,555 1,336 219 – 0.86 – –

Usernames .JPEG 304 302 2 – 0.99 – –
.MP4 126 125 1 – 0.99 – –

Total 430 427 3 – 0.99 – –

Textual
File Total TP FN FP Recall Precision F1

Email comments.json 28 28 0 0 1 1 1
media.json 28 28 0 0 1 1 1
messages.json 152 152 0 0 1 1 1
profile.json 10 10 0 0 1 1 1

total 218 218 0 0 1 1 1

Name comments.json 105 61 44 0 0.5619 0.9365 0.7024
media.json 54 41 13 0 0.7593 1 0.8530
messages.json 427 386 41 0 0.9040 0.9836 0.9374
profile.json 10 6 4 0 0.6 1 0.75

total 596 494 102 0 0.8255 0.9798 0.8936

Phone comments.json 29 26 3 0 0.4828 1 0.6512
media.json 9 7 2 0 0.4444 1 0.6154
messages.json 139 121 18 0 0.3022 1 0.4641

total 177 154 23 0 0.3390 1 0.5063

URL comments.json 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
messages.json 267 168 99 0 0.6180 1 0.7639
profile.json 10 10 0 0 1 1 1

total 278 178 100 0 0.6295 1 0.7726

Username comments.json 261 252 9 0 0.9655 1 0.9813
connections.json 1,222 1,190 32 0 0.9722 1 0.9858
likes.json 883 823 60 0 0.9320 1 0.9611
media.json 43 33 10 0 0.7674 0.7907 0.7788
messages.json 2,947 2,835 112 50 0.9067 0.9500 0.9196
profile.json 10 10 0 0 1 1 1
saved.json 6 4 2 0 0.6667 1 0.8
searches.json 314 305 9 0 0.9713 1 0.9855
seen_content.json 3,144 2,619 525 0 0.8330 0.9876 0.8931
shopping.json 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
stories_activities.json 35 34 1 0 0.9714 1 0.9851

total 8,866 8,106 760 50 0.89567 0.9775 0.9324
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measured for the files ‘media.json’ and ‘saved.json’, although these files have a small number of total
observations.

The annotated validation corpus contains both Dutch and English text; some within the same docu-
ment. We observed no difference between de-identification of PII in English and Dutch text.

By critically examining the results of Table 5 and investigating what coding decisions led to the least
optimal results, improvements to the code were made.

6.2. Code adjustments

First of all, we made some changes to how the ‘profile.json’ file was processed. This change im-
plied adding the entire entry that can be found after the key ‘name’ to the key file, receiving the same
pseudonym as used for the DDP username. This way, participants can now be recognized throughout
the de-identified DDP by both their masked username and their (first) name. After the adjustment, these
‘profile’ names and DDP usernames are labeled as ‘DDP_id’, resulting in a shift in the initial username
and name frequencies (see Table 6).

A second improvement has been made after further inspecting the relatively large amount of false
positives in the ‘seen_content.json’ file. Based on this, the list of labels that should be exempted from
hashing has been extended.

Third, based on a more thorough inspection of the type of usernames that were not detected by the
algorithm, the username format has been adjusted in such a way that usernames are detected as such
when they contain at least three characters. The minimum limit in the previous version of the code was
six characters.

After further inspecting the false positive first names, the names ‘Van’, ‘Door’ and ‘Can’ were re-
moved from the list with the 10,000 most frequently used first names because they also represent words
commonly used in free text, resulting in a lot of FPs.

At last, the hash function for usernames became case insensitive, as Instagram does not distinguish
between lower cases and upper cases in usernames. Initially, the algorithm generated a different hash
as an uppercase was used somewhere in the username compared to when the same username was used
without an uppercase.

6.3. Final results

The adjusted algorithm was applied to the annotated validation corpus and the de-identification perfor-
mance on textual was again evaluated. The adjusted algorithm produces fewer false negatives regarding
names, phone numbers and URLs (Table 7). Regarding usernames, both the number of false negatives
and false positives decreased substantively.

7. Limitations and future work

The evaluation results show that the developed algorithm is well-suited to de-identify usernames,
e-mail addresses and phone numbers in both structured and unstructured text files. In addition, the algo-
rithm appropriately de-identifies faces on .jpg files. Appropriate de-identification of first names appears
more challenging, particularly because some first names are also used as words in free text and vice
versa. However, when applying the algorithm, researchers can decide if their focus is on precision or on
recall and take measures to accommodate this. Furthermore, de-identifying faces on .mp4 files was more
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Table 6

Descriptive statistics of textual content in the generated Instagram
DDP data corpus after adjustment of the script

PII File N Count Proportion
Username comments.json 10 261 0.03

connections.json 10 1222 0.14
likes.json 10 883 0.10
media.json 10 43 0.01
messages.json 10 2659 0.31
profile.json 10 0 0.00
saved.json 11 6 0.00
searches.json 11 314 0.04
seen_content.json 11 3144 0.37
shopping.json 11 1 0.00
stories_activities.json 11 35 0.00

Total 115 8568 1.00

DDP_id messages.json 10 294 0.94
profile.json 10 20 0.06

Total 20 314 1.00

Name comments.json 10 105 0.18
media.json 10 54 0.09
messages.json 10 427 0.72
profile.json 10 10 0.02

Total 40 596 1.00

Email comments.json 10 28 0.13
media.json 10 28 0.13
messages.json 10 152 0.70
profile.json 10 10 0.05

Total 40 218 1.00

URL comments.json 10 1 0.00
messages.json 10 267 0.96
profile.json 10 10 0.04

Total 30 278 1.00

Phone comments.json 10 29 0.16
media.json 10 9 0.05
messages.json 10 140 0.79

Total 30 178 1.00

difficult compared to .jpg files. This reduced performance can be explained by the fact that in moving
image different parts of faces can be visible at different moments, which provide sufficient information
to identify a face when combined. Another reason can be that Instagram provides so-called ‘filters’,
which also make it more difficult for the software to detect a face for de-identification.

In terms of generalizability of the developed algorithm, an important first discussion point is the fact
that the algorithm has been developed and tested using Instagram DDPs only. As we illustrate in Table 1,
the Instagram DDP contains a set of specific features that can be found in DDPs of several other data
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Table 7

Results in terms of TP, FP, FN, recall, precision and F1 after improvements to the script have been made

File Total TP FN FP Recall Precision F1
DDP_id messages.json 294 294 0 0 1 1 1

profile.json 18 18 0 0 1 1 1

total 312 312 0 0 1 1 1

E-mail comments.json 28 28 0 0 1 1 1
media.json 28 28 0 0 1 1 1
messages.json 152 152 0 0 1 1 1
profile.json 10 10 0 0 1 1 1

total 218 218 0 0 1 1 1

Name comments.json 105 98 7 0 0.9333 1 0.9654
media.json 54 45 9 0 0.8333 1 0.9042
messages.json 421 385 36 0 0.9145 1 0.9509

total 580 528 52 0 0.9103 1 0.9519

Phone comments.json 29 29 0 0 1 1 1
media.json 9 9 0 0 1 1 1
messages.json 139 138 1 24 0.9928 0.8519 0.9169

total 177 176 1 24 0.9943 0.88 0.9337

URL comments.json 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
messages.json 267 267 0 0 1 1 1
profile.json 10 10 0 0 1 1 1

total 278 278 0 0 1 1 1

Username comments.json 261 258 3 0 0.9885 1 0.9940
connections.json 1,222 1,219 3 0 0.9975 1 0.9988
likes.json 883 881 2 0 0.9977 1 0.9989
media.json 43 42 1 0 0.9767 1 0.9881
messages.json 2,659 2,658 1 2 0.9846 0.9868 0.9847
profile.json 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
saved.json 6 6 0 0 1 1 1
searches.json 314 313 1 0 0.9968 1 0.9984
seen_content.json 3,143 3,137 6 0 0.9981 1 0.9990
shopping.json 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
stories_activities.json 35 35 0 0 1 1 1

total 8,568 8,551 17 3 0.9932 0.9985 0.9952

controllers. Our de-identification approach is designed for these features and therefore we consider it
plausible that it can also be applied to DDPs of other data controllers. In general, we think that with
small adjustments to the algorithm, high performance levels can be reached relatively straightforwardly
when applying the algorithm to DDPs of other data controllers. Such adjustments to the algorithm can
be further investigated in future research.

A second point for discussion in terms of generalizability is the fact that data controllers such as
social media platforms constantly update their features and develop new ones. Although our algorithm
is able to deal with variance in structure and content of DDPs, we envision that small updates may be
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required when being used on later versions of Instagram DDPs. Third, the de-identification showed good
performance on a data-set that was diverse, but limited in size and therefore it is less representative. The
algorithm has also been applied in practice to a set of 104 Instagram DDPs as part of the previously
described Project AWeSome [5]. Since our method is designed for recognizing text patterns that are
specific to DDPs rather than language, it performed well on both English and Dutch text. We believe our
approach can easily be applied to DDPs in other languages, which only requires adding a list of common
names and possibly adjusting some labels.

Besides generalizability in terms of applications to other data types, the particular research goal should
also be considered. For example, if a researcher is interested in the emotions that can be detected on
the faces of images in the DDP. This is currently not possible because faces are blurred. In this situ-
ation, the researcher can for example replace the blurring algorithm with an algorithm that replaces a
face with a deepfake of that face [16]. Alternatively, if a researcher is interest in the type of accounts
that are followed and liked by the research participant, it is not desirable to de-identify all usernames
in the DDP. In a third example, if a researcher is interested in the text that is written on the images
and videos posted on Instagram, the currently implemented text detection algorithm should be further
refined. At this moment, the algorithm does not distinguish between usernames and other types of in-
formation written in text and blurs it all. In a last example, a researcher can also be interested in the
sound that accompanies videos. In the current version of the algorithm the sound is completely re-
moved.

A last point of discussion considers the safety standards that are currently adhered. We have clearly
stated that the algorithm aims to prepare the DDPs in such a way that they can be processed as any other
type of sensitive research data, supplemented with other measures such as using shielded (cloud) envi-
ronments. If researchers want to share data more publicly, not all aspects of the current de-identification
algorithm provide sufficient safety. For example, the currently used blurring algorithm can be prone to
re-identification [20].

8. Conclusion

Data Download Packages (DDPs) contain all data collected by public and private entities during the
course of citizens’ digital life. Although they form a treasure trove for social scientists, they contain data
that can be deeply private. The privacy of research participants should be protected while they let their
DDPs be used for scientific research, as is the case for all type of sensitive data collected for research.
Therefore, we first of all provided an overview of the structure and content of DDPs, both in general
and for Instagram in particular, which can serve as a valuable reference for researchers interested using
DDPs for future research. For them, our generated DDPs are publicly available. In addition, we devel-
oped the first algorithm that is able to de-identify data with DDP structure. Furthermore, we evaluated
the performance of this algorithm, which appeared to be of very high level. At last, we provide the al-
gorithm, the validation corpus and the evaluation code open source. Thanks to the GDPR, researchers
have the opportunity to collect DDPs with consent from research participants. Now, we have developed
an algorithm that also allows researchers to process this data in such a way that is in line with that same
GDPR.
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Supplementary material

The de-identification algorithm is available at 10.5281/zenodo.5211335. The validation set containing
11 Instagram DDPs is available at 10.5281/zenodo.4472606.
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